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Abstract
It is well known that there exist viruses whose set of infected
programs isundecidable. If a virus detector is to err on the
side of caution with respect to such a virus, then it must label
some perfectly innocent programs as being infected by the
virus. Can there exist a virus whose set of infected programs
is so unwieldythat any cautious virus detector must label
all but finitely manyprograms as being infected by the virus
— even wheninfinitely manyprograms arenot infected by
the virus? Although such viruses can exist, strong theoretical
evidence is presented that such a virus isunlikely to be
encountered in thereal world. Several of our proofs employ
infinitary self-reference arguments.

Categories and Subject DescriptorsF.1.1 [Computation
by Abstract Devices]: Models of Computation—Computabil-
ity Theory; K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Infor-
mation Systems]: Security and Protection—Invasive soft-
ware (e.g., viruses, worms, Trojan horses); F.4.1 [Mathe-
matical Logic and Formal Languages]: Mathematical Logic
—Computability Theory, Recursive Function Theory; F.3.1
[Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Specifying and Verify-
ing and Reasoning about Programs

General Terms Languages, Security, Theory

Keywords Virus Detection, Co-isolated Sets, Simple Sets,
Program Self-Reference, Recursion Theorems

1. Introduction
For several models of computer viruses, it has been shown
that there exist viruses whose set of infected programs is un-
decidable [Coh89] and evenΣ1-complete [Adl88, ZZ04].1

1 A setA is Σ1 iff A is of the form{x : (∃y)[P (x, y)]} for some com-
putable predicateP . A setA is Σ1-completeiff A is Σ1 and being able
to decide membership inA would allow one to decide membership inany

[Copyright notice will appear here once ’preprint’ option is removed.]

We call a virus detector (e.g., McAfee VirusScan, Norton
AntiVirus, Sophos Anti-Virus)cautious with respect to virus
v iff the detectornever labels a programinfectedby v as
being uninfected byv, but possibly labels some programs
uninfected byv as being infected byv.2 (We omit with re-
spect tov when it is clear from the context.) For a virus
whose set of infected programs is undecidable, any cautious
virus detectormustlabel some perfectly innocent programs
as being infected by the virus. The question is:how many
innocent programs must suffer such a fate? In particular, can
there exist a virus whose set of infected programs isso un-
wieldy that any cautious virus detector must labelall but
finitely manyprograms as being infected by the virus — even
wheninfinitely manyprograms arenot infected by the virus?

Herein, we show that such a virus can exist (Proposi-
tion 1, Section 1.3). However, we also show (Theorem 2,
Section 3) that all such viruses have a property that we
call 6=-programmability(Section 1.4). We argue that it is
unlikely that a real world virus would have this property
(Thesis 1, Section 1.4). As such, our results are strong the-
oretical evidence that, for any real world virus, a cautious
virus detector will (correctly) label infinitely many programs
asuninfected by the virus (Thesis 2, Section 1.4).

We model a virus as a computable function, as is similarly
done in [Adl88, ZZ04, ZZZ05]. However, our treatment will
differ in: (1) which functions we consider to be viruses, and
(2) what we consider to be the set of programs infected by
any given virus. We say more about each below.

1.1 Viruses as Computable Functions

In Adleman’s model [Adl88], a virus is a computable func-
tion mapping programs to programs, subject to certain con-
ditions. The programs in Adleman’s model are considered
to compute partial functions mapping environments to en-
vironments. Ifv(p) is programp infected by virusv, then,
when given an environment as input,v(p) must either: (1)
injure the environment, or (2)infectzero or more programs
in the environment, and thenimitatep by runningp on the
(possibly) modified environment.

Σ1 set [Rog67, Ch. 14]. For example,K, the diagonal halting program, is
a well-knownΣ1-complete set [Rog67, Theorem 7-IV].
2 We assume a virus detector to be atotal decision procedure, as presumably
any bug-free commercial virus detector would be.
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Several variants of Adleman’s model are proposed in
[ZZ04, ZZZ05]. The model used primarily in both (called
“nonresident virus”) is, essentially, a refinement of Adle-
man’s model, in that it requires, for infinitely many environ-
ments,v(p) does nothingbut imitatep. The purpose of this
restriction is to eliminate certain functions considerednot to
be viruses [ZZ04, page 632].

Adleman’s model and the variants in [ZZ04, ZZZ05]
seem to be limited in the types of viruses that they can easily
represent. For example, none would seem to readily model
spyware (e.g, certain versions of the Sality virus [CA06]).3

Rather than limit our attention to some proper subset of
the computable functions, we will instead allowany com-
putable function to represent a virus. By taking such an ap-
proach, our results will be most general.

1.2 A Virus’s Infected Programs

In [Adl88, ZZ04, ZZZ05], the set of programs infected by
any given virus is considered to be the range of the function
representing that virus. Under this interpretation, the set of
programs infected by virusv is

Iv
def= {q : (∃p)[v(p) = q]}, (1)

whereI is mnemonic forinfected.
However, there is a problem with this approach. In or-

der to avoidre-infecting already infected programs, many
real world viruses incorporate some means of detecting the
set (or, possibly, some superset) of the programs that they
have already infected. For example, the following is taken
from [Sop06] in regard to the Mac OS X Leap-A virus.

The worm uses the text “oompa” as an infection
marker in the resource forks of infected programs to
prevent it from reinfecting the same files.

Some such viruses, however, can befooled. That is, an
uninfected program can be made tolook likean infected one
so that it does notbecomeinfected. This process is some-
times calledimmunization. (See, for example, [Sec01].)

In mathematical language, the situation is the following.
When virusv is presented with immunized programq, v
doesnot alterq, i.e.,

v(q) = q. (2)

So, isq infectedby v? According to (1), we should sayyes.
But as long asq is not the result of infection byv of any
otherprogramp, clearly, the answer should beno.

Corresponding more closely to our intuitions, we take the
set of programs infected byv to be the following.

I 6=v
def= {q : (∃p 6= q)[v(p) = q]}. (3)

3 This is by no meansa criticism of any of the models in [Adl88, ZZ04,
ZZZ05]. Viruses propagate by exploiting system-level details that most
models of computation try to avoid. As such, modeling a computer virus is
difficult problem. For other recent work in this area, see [BKM05, BKM07].

By (3), the programs infected byv are those programs in the
range ofv that arenot just fixed-points ofv. Thus, ifq ∈ I 6=v ,
then there is some programp thatv activelychanges intoq,
i.e.,

p 6= v(p) = q. (4)

Henceforth,the programs infected by virusv refers toI 6=v ,
unless stated otherwise. In Section 3, we show that the set
of programs infected by a virus in this sense can beΣ1-
complete (Theorem 1).

1.3 Co-isolated Sets

In computability theory, a setA is co-isolateddef⇔ every de-
cidable superset ofA is cofinite (i.e., has finite comple-
ment) [Rog67, page 107].4 If A is itself cofinite, thenA
is trivially co-isolated. However, Post showed that there ex-
ist recursively enumerable(re)5 co-isolated sets that arenot
cofinite [Pos44]. A set that isre, co-isolated, andnotcofinite
is calledsimple[Pos44] (see also [Rog67, Ch. 8]).

Clearly, if a virusv is such that any cautious virus detector
labels all but finitely many programs as being infect byv,
thenI 6=v is co-isolated. Does there exist a virusv such that
I 6=v is co-isolated?

PROPOSITION1. For anyre co-isolated setA, there exists a
computable functionv suchI 6=v = A.

Proof. LetA be anyre co-isolated set. Letf be a computable
function such that the range off is A. Let v be such that, for
all p,

v(p) = f(bp/2c). (5)

Clearly,
(∀q ∈ Iv)(∃p 6= q)[v(p) = q]. (6)

Thus,I 6=v = Iv, which is the range off . � (Proposition 1)

So, given that such computable functions exist, do any
of them correspond toreal world viruses? To answer this
question, we ask another: ifv is such thatI 6=v is co-isolated,
what mustnecessarilybe true aboutv?

The answer to the last question is surprising. As it turns
out, if v is such thatI 6=v is co-isolated, thenv has a property
that we call6=-programmability(Theorem 2, Section 3). In
the next subsection, we introduce6=-programmability and
argue that it isunlikely that a real world virus would have
this property (Thesis 1, Section 1.4).

1.4 Programmability and 6=-Programmability

For all programsp and q, let p ≡ q (p is semantically
equivalentto q) def⇔ p andq exhibit the same I/O behavior.
(This notion is made precise in Section 2.) We say that

4 An equivalent definition is: a setA is co-isolated iff there isno algorithm
for listing infinitely many elementsnot in A.
5 A setA is recursively enumerableiff there exists an algorithm for listing
all andonly the elements ofA. Equivalently, as setA is re iff A is empty
or A is the range of a computable function.
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a virus v is programmabledef⇔ there exists a computable
functionf such that, for allp,

(v ◦ f)(p) ≡ p. (7)

Thus, a virusv is programmable iff there is an algorithm
such that, given any programp, the algorithm findsf(p)
such that(v ◦ f)(p) exhibits the same I/O behavior asp.

We say that a virusv is 6=-programmabledef⇔ there exists
a computable functionf such that, for allp,

(v ◦ f)(p) ≡ p ∧ (v ◦ f)(p) ∈ I 6=v . (8)

Thus, a virusv is 6=-programmable iff there is an algo-
rithm witnessing the programmability ofv with the addi-
tional property that: for allp, there is some programp′ that
v actively changes into(v ◦ f)(p).

For the sake of illustration, suppose the following.

• v is a 6=-programmable virus.

• f is as in (8) forv.

• p is an out-of-the-box copy of Microsoft Excel spread-
sheet software.

• p′ is a program thatv actively changes into(v ◦ f)(p).

To summarize:

p′ 6= v(p′) = (v ◦ f)(p) ≡ p. (9)

Thus, sincep′ 6= v(p′), v altersp′ by infecting it. Moreover,
for the program that results, the I/O behavioris exactly that
of p, i.e., not the I/O behavior ofp with some malevolent
behavior superimposed, but, rather,exactly the I/O behavior
of Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software.6

Given the implausibility of such av representing a real
world virus, we theorize:

THESIS1. It is unlikely that a real world virus would be
6=-programmable.

It can be shown that there exists a virusv such thatI 6=v
contains a program for every partial computable function,
yetv fails to be6=-programmable for lack of acomputablef
as in (8). Thus, Thesis 1 is astrictly weakerstatement than: it
is unlikely that there exists a real world virusv such thatI 6=v
contains a program for every partial computable function.

It is tempting to extend Thesis 1 to: it isunlikely that there
exists a real world virus that isprogrammable. But such a
statement would almost certainly be false. As mentioned in
Section 1.2, for many real world viruses, a uninfected pro-
gram can be immunized, i.e., made tolook like an infected
program so that it does notbecomeinfected. Moreover, this

6 Note that it may be the case thatp′ is semantically equivalent top, and,
thus,v makes asyntacticchange top′, but not asemanticchange. However,
this observation does not seem to add significantly to the plausibility ofv
representing a real world virus.

process is often algorithmic. That is, for such a virusv, there
exists a computable functionf such that, for allp,

(v ◦ f)(p) = f(p) ≡ p. (10)

(This is the case, for example, in [Sec01].) Clearly, then,
such av is programmable.

Thesis 1 has significant implications. Theorem 2 (Sec-
tion 3) says that, for any virusv, if I 6=v is co-isolated, thenv
is 6=-programmable. Thesis 1 and Theorem 2, together, say
that:

THESIS2. It is unlikely that there would exist a real world
virus whose set of infected programs is co-isolated.

Thesis 2 suggests that, for any real world virus, the set of in-
fected programs will beneithersimplenor cofinite. Thus, a
cautious virus detector will (correctly) label infinitely many
programs asuninfected by the virus.

For all virusesv and v′, let v ≡ v′ (v is semantically
equivalentto v′) def⇔ v andv′ induce the same I/O behavior
in their infected programs, pointwise. (This notion is made
precise in Section 2.)

Section 3 contains another rather surprising result. Theo-
rem 3 says that a virus is6=-programmable iff it is semanti-
cally equivalent to a virus whose set of infected programs is
co-isolated.

1.5 Summary of Results

Our main results are summarized below. Several of our
proofs employ infinitary self-reference arguments.

• Theorem 1 shows that, for any virusv, there existsv′ ≡ v
such that bothIv′ andI 6=v′ areΣ1-complete.

• Theorem 2 shows that, for any virusv, if I 6=v is co-
isolated, thenv is 6=-programmable. Thesis 1 and The-
orem 2, together, say that it isunlikely that there would
exist a real world virus whose set of infected programs is
co-isolated (Thesis 2).

• Theorem 3 shows that a virus is6=-programmable iff it is
semantically equivalent to a virus whose set of infected
programs is co-isolated.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 just below covers notation and preliminaries. Section 3
presents our main results. Section 4 concludes and discusses
future work.

2. Notation
Computability-theoretic concepts not explained below are
treated in [Rog67].

N denotes the set of natural numbers,{0, 1, 2, ...}. A
ranges over subsets ofN. Lowercase Roman lettersother
than e, f , g, h and v, with or without decorations, range
over elements ofN. Lowercase letterse, f , g, h, and v,
with or without decorations, range over total functions of
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(i) (ii) (iii)

(a)

(b)   -pro-
 grammable 

= not    -pro-
grammable

=

programmable

  -programmable=

not programmable

 not    -programmable =

Figure 1. A graphical depiction of Proposition 2. In regard to programmability, a semantic class can be: (a)(i) entirely
programmable, or (a)(iii) entirelynot programmable, butnever (a)(ii) mixed. In regard to6=-programmability, a semantic
class can be: (b)(i) entirely6=-programmable, (b)(ii) mixed, or (b)(iii) entirelynot 6=-programmable.

type N → N. We will typically usev for a computable
function representing a virus, and,e, f , g, andh, for arbitrary
functions.id denotes the identity function of typeN → N.
For all f : N → N, rng(f) denotes the range off , i.e.,
{y : (∃x)[f(x) = y]}.
PC denotes the set of all partial computable functions

mappingN to N; C denotes the set of all (total) computable
functions mappingN to N. ϕ0, ϕ1, ... denotes a fixed,stan-
dard, algorithmic numbering ofPC [Rog58, Rog67]. One
can think ofϕ as a programming language (e.g., C++, Java,
Haskell), and ofϕp as the partial function (mappingN to
N) computed by thepth ϕ-program in some fixed indexing
of all ϕ-programs. As astandardnumbering ofPC, compo-
sition holds forϕ [Rog67, Theorem 1-VI]. This asserts the
existence of a computable functioncomp : N×N → N such
that, for allp andq, ϕcomp(p,q) = ϕp ◦ ϕq.

For allp andx, ϕp(x)↓ (ϕp(x) converges) def⇔ there exists
y such thatϕp(x) = y; ϕp(x)↑ (ϕp(x) diverges) def⇔ there is
noy such thatϕp(x) = y. In the latter case, one can imagine
that the programp goes into an infinite loopon input x.
K def= {p : ϕp(p)↓}, a well-knownΣ1-complete set [Rog67,
Theorem 7-IV]. We use↑ to denote the value of a divergent
computation.λx ↑ denotes the everywhere divergent partial
function.

For allp andq, p ≡ q def⇔ ϕp = ϕq. Thus,p ≡ q whenever
p andq exhibit the same I/O behavior. For allf, g : N → N,
f ≡ g def⇔ (∀x)[f(x) ≡ g(x)]. Clearly,≡ is an equivalence
relation with respect toC. We call the equivalence classes so
formed,semantic classes. V ranges over semantic classes.

Several of our proofs make use of theOperator Recur-
sion Theorem (ORT) [Cas74], a result due to the first au-
thor. ORT represents a form of infinitary self-reference,
similar to the way in which Kleene’s Recursion Theo-
rem [Rog67, page 214, problem 11-4] represents a form
of individual self-reference. That is,ORT provides a means
of forming an infinite computable sequence of programs
e(0), e(1), ... such that each programe(i) knows all pro-
grams in the sequenceand its own indexi. The functione
can also be assumed monotone increasing. The first author
gives a thorough explanation ofORT in [Cas94].

ORT generalizes Kleene’s Parametric Recursion Theo-
rem (PKRT) [Rog67, Ch. 11].PKRT provides a means

of forming an infinite computable sequence of programs
e(0), e(1), ... such that each programe(i) knowsits own pro-
gramand its own indexi, but doesnot necessarily know the
other programs in the sequence.

One of our proofs (Theorem 3) makes use of the follow-
ing result due to Rogers.

COROLLARY 1 (of Rogers [Rog58, page 336]). For all pro-
grammablef ∈ C, there exists 1-1, ontog ∈ C such that
f ◦ g ≡ id.

The following is a recap of some of the key definitions
introduced in Section 1. For allv ∈ C, (a)-(d) below.

(a) Iv
def= {q : (∃p)[v(p) = q]}.

(b) I 6=v
def= {q : (∃p 6= q)[v(p) = q]}.

(c) v is programmabledef⇔ (∃f ∈ C)[v ◦ f ≡ id].

(d) v is 6=-programmabledef⇔

(∃f ∈ C)[v ◦ f ≡ id ∧ rng(v ◦ f) ⊆ I 6=v ]. (11)

Proposition 2 just below shows how programmability and
6=-programmability behave with respect to semantic classes.
The proposition is depicted graphically in Figure 1.

PROPOSITION2.

(a) (i) (∃V)(∀v ∈ V)[v is programmable].
(ii) (∀V)

[
(∃v ∈ V)[v is programmable]
⇒ (∀v ∈ V)[v is programmable]

]
.

(iii) (∃V)(∀v ∈ V)[v is not programmable].
(b) (i) (∃V)(∀v ∈ V)[v is 6=-programmable].

(ii) (∃V)
[
(∃v ∈ V)[v is 6=-programmable]
∧ (∃v ∈ V)[v is not 6=-programmable]

]
.

(iii) (∃V)(∀v ∈ V)[v is not 6=-programmable].

Proof. We show only (b)(i) here, as the others are straight-
forward. Letf be any computable permutation ofN such
thatf 6= id andf ◦f = id. LetV be such that, for allv ∈ V,

ϕv(p) = f ◦ ϕp. (12)

By composition, V is nonempty. Letv ∈ V be fixed. By
PKRT, there existse ∈ C such that, for allp,
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ϕe(p) =
{

id, if (v ◦ e)(p) = e(p);
f ◦ ϕp, otherwise.

(13)

First, it will be shown that, for allp,

(v ◦ e)(p) 6= e(p). (14)

By way of contradiction, letp be such that(v◦e)(p) = e(p).
Then,

ϕ(v◦e)(p) = ϕe(p) {assumed}
= id {(13)}
6= f ◦ id {choice off}
= f ◦ ϕe(p) {(13)}
= ϕ(v◦e)(p) {(12)}

— a contradiction. Thus, (14) holds. Furthermore, for allp,

ϕ(v◦e)(p) = f ◦ ϕe(p) {(12)}
= f ◦ f ◦ ϕp {(13) and (14)}
= ϕp {choice off}.

Thus, by (14) and the immediately above equation,e wit-
nesses the6=-programmability ofv. � (Proposition 2)

3. Main Results
This section presents our main results. Theorem 1 below
shows that, for any semantic classV, there existsv′ ∈ V
such that bothIv′ andI 6=v′ areΣ1-complete. Theorem 2 below
shows that, for anyv ∈ C, if I 6=v is co-isolated, thenv is
6=-programmable. Theorem 3 below shows that a virus is
6=-programmable iff it is semantically equivalent to a virus
whose set of infected programs is co-isolated. The proofs of
Theorems 1-3 employ infinitary self-reference arguments.

THEOREM 1. (∀V)(∃v′ ∈ V)[Iv′ andI 6=v′ areΣ1-complete].

Proof. Let V be fixed. To establish the theorem, it suffices
to show that there existsv′ ∈ V such that(∀p)[v′(p) 6= p]
andIv′ is Σ1-complete. Letv ∈ V be fixed. Letf be a 1-1,
computable function such that rng(f) = K. By ORT, there
exists monotone increasinge ∈ C such that the behavior
of e(0), e(1), ... is determined by the following procedure,
where, if i is such thatϕe(i) is neverset, thenϕe(i) = λx ↑.

STAGE s ≥ 0. Let p be leastsuch that(e ◦ f)(s) 6= p
and p was not chosen in any earlier stage. Then, set
ϕ(e◦f)(s) = ϕv(p).

Let v′ be such that, for allp,

v′(p) =


(e ◦ f)(s), wheres is the stage

of the above procedure
in whichp is chosen,
if such ans exists;

↑, otherwise.

(15)

Sincee andf are 1-1,e ◦ f is 1-1. It follows that, for all
p, (e ◦ f)(s) = p for at most ones. Thus,everyp is chosen
in somestage, and, so,v′ is computable.

Clearly,v′ ≡ v and(∀p)[v′(p) 6= p]. Furthermore, for all
i, e(i) ∈ Iv′ ⇔ i ∈ rng(f) ⇔ i ∈ K. Thus,e witnesses
thatK ≤1 Iv′ . � (Theorem 1)

Clearly, for all v ∈ C, Iv and I 6=v are Σ1 sets. Thus,
Theorem 1 is, in a sense, as strong as possible.

THEOREM 2. For allv ∈ C, if I 6=v is co-isolated, thenv is
6=-programmable.

Proof. Let v be such thatI 6=v is co-isolated. ByORT, there
exists monotone increasinge ∈ C such that, for allj,

ϕe(j) =


ϕp, wherez is leastsuch thatP (z, j)

andp = |{y < z : (∃i)P (y, i)}|,
if such az exists;

λx ↑, otherwise;

(16)

where, for all z andj,

P (z, j) ⇔ [v(z) = e(j) ∧ e(j) 6= z]. (17)

Note that sincee is monotone increasing,P and(∃i)[P (·, i)]
are computable predicates. Letg be such that, for allp,

g(p) =


z, wherez is theuniquenumber

such that(∃j)[P (z, j)] and
p = |{y < z : (∃i)[P (y, i)]}|,
if such az exists;

↑, otherwise;

(18)

whereP is as in (17). SinceI 6=v is co-isolated and rng(e)
is infinite, I 6=v ∩ rng(e) must be infinite. It follows that, for
infinitely manyj, there existsz such thatP (z, j). Thus,g is
computable. Clearly,v ◦ g ≡ id. � (Theorem 2)

The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 3.

LEMMA 1. For allf ∈ C, if rng(f) is co-isolated, thenf is
programmable.

Proof. A straightforward modification of the proof of Theo-
rem 2. We show only how to modify (16). ByORT, there
exists monotone increasinge ∈ C such that, for alli,

ϕe(i) =


ϕp, wherez is leastsuch thatf(z) = e(i)

andp = |{y < z : f(y) ∈ rng(e)}|,
if such az exists;

λx ↑, otherwise.

� (Lemma 1)

THEOREM 3. For allV, (a)-(g) below areequivalent.

(a) (∀v ∈ V)[v is programmable].
(b) (∃v ∈ V)[v is programmable].
(c) (∀ re co-isolatedA)(∃v ∈ V)[Iv = A].
(d) (∃ re co-isolatedA)(∃v ∈ V)[Iv = A].
(e) (∃v ∈ V)[v is 6=-programmable].
(f) (∀ re co-isolatedA)(∃v ∈ V)[I 6=v = A].
(g) (∃ re co-isolatedA)(∃v ∈ V)[I 6=v = A].
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Proof. By Proposition 2(a)(ii), (a) and (b) are equivalent. We
show (b)⇒ (f) ⇒ (g)⇒ (e)⇒ (b) below. It can similarly be
shown that (b)⇒ (c)⇒ (d)⇒ (b).
(b)⇒ (f): Let v ∈ V be such thatv is programmable. Letre
co-isolatedA be fixed. Letf be such that rng(f) = A. Let
f ′ be such that, for allx,

f ′(x) = f(bx/2c). (19)

Clearly, rng(f ′) = rng(f). By Lemma 1,f ′ is programma-
ble. By Corollary 1, there exists 1-1, ontog, h ∈ C such
that (20) and (21) below.

f ′ ◦ g ≡ id. (20)

v ◦ h ≡ id. (21)

Let v′ be such that

v′ = f ′ ◦ g ◦ h−1. (22)

Clearly,v′ ≡ v andIv′ = rng(f ′) = rng(f) = A. Further-
more, by (19),

(∀q ∈ Iv′)(∃p 6= q)[v′(p) = q]. (23)

Thus,I 6=v′ = Iv′ .
(f) ⇒ (g): Immediate.
(g)⇒ (e): By Theorem 2.
(e)⇒ (b): Immediate. � (Theorem 3)

N.B. Theorem 3 cannot be extended to include

(∀v ∈ V)[v is 6=-programmable], (24)

as this would contradict Proposition 2(b)(ii).

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the question: can there exist a
virus whose set of infected programs is co-isolated? We ar-
gued that there was a problem with the existing notion ofset
of infected programs(Iv), and presented an alternative no-
tion that corresponds more closely to our intuitions (I 6=v ). We
showed that the set of programs infected by a virus (in the
I 6=v sense) can beΣ1-complete (Theorem 1). We then showed
that any virus whose set of infected programs is co-isolated
is 6=-programmable (Theorem 2). We further argued that it
is unlikely that a real world virus would be6=-programmable
(Thesis 1). Thus, it isunlikely that there would exist a real
world virus whose set of infected programs is co-isolated
(Thesis 2). Finally, we gave a surprising characterization of
those semantic classes containing viruses whose set of in-
fected programs is co-isolated (Theorem 3).

Our results suggest strongly that, for any real world virus,
a cautious virus detector will (correctly) label infinitely
many programs asuninfected by the virus. A reasonable
question to ask is: given a virusv and a programp not in-
fected byv, is it possible to produce a programq such that

p ≡ q andq is guaranteed notto be incorrectly labeled as
being infected byv? This question seems to be related to a
remark of Adleman [Adl88, page 371]:

Can some programs be given a ‘clean bill of health’?
For example, if it is known that a certain virus is
about, would it be possible for a vendor to ‘prove’
that his program was not [semantically equivalent to a
program infected by the virus]?

These issues certainly deserve further consideration.
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